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Read About A Web Of Deception Woven By Some Christians In The Name Of Vedas – Samaveda, To Be Specific!
Jesus Christ In Samaveda?
Lies And White Lies Circulated By Certain Christian Cheats

The entire Prajapati-Christ fraud came into existence mainly through the publication of the fraudulent writings of Adhyksha Anubhavandand. This story is given in full in another book that we have released. The way in the first fraud gave rise to a very big "Prajapati Industry" motivated others to do something yet better.

In the nineties the Prajapati Movement has become an unbelievably large and profitable "industry". At the time of this writing Mr. Koshy Abraham has 50 publications, Padinjarekara has half a dozen, and many small-time Prajapati writers have publications of their own. More than 50,000 copies of Arvindaksha Menon's Malayalam book have been published in less than 24 months. Perhaps NO other Malayalam book has ever attained this record. Then there are hundreds of thousands of cassette tapes circulating in the Name of Menon and a certain Titus Karthikappally.

All of the above put together is the largest single "industry" among the Christians of India. No other book, cassette, music, or subject has produced this kind of sales. What's more, while all other subjects, books and cassettes soon reach their saturation point, here is one subject that is totally different. The more the titles coming out, the greater is the appetite among the gullible for such fraudulent material.

Among Christians there are many highly industries brains who are experts at understanding the undercurrents in the Christian world. Such people quickly cash upon the opportunity by making false claims. Witness the large number of preachers who were recently found to be moving around with great academic degrees, only to be exposed that they had hardly passed the SSLC!

It was in such an atmosphere that some of our industries people "discovered" half a dozen "most amazing" quotations in the Samaveda. More amazing was the speed with which others started quoting them, claiming that they had personally verified from the original that these do exist in the Samaveda.

The quotations "discovered" and circulated widely in the name of Samaveda are given below:
Claims Of Christ In Samaveda

The following six quotations are alleged to be found in Samaveda. Numerous Christians "quote" these fraudulent statements:

1- OUM SHRI KANYA SHUDDHAYA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you, O thou begotten of a Virgin

2- OUM SHRI DARIDRAYA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you, who was born poor

3- OUM SHRI VRIKSHA SHULARPITAYA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you, who were nailed to a tree

4- OUM SHRI NARAYANA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you, who walked upon waters

5- OUM SHRI PANCHAKAYA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you, who had five wounds

6- OUM SHRI DAKSHINA MURTAYA NAMAH
   Meaning: I worship you who was in the bosom of the father

Interestingly, and shockingly, not a single one of them exists there in Samaveda!

The above six quotations have been taken from a tract titled WHO IS THE REAL PRAJAPATI published in Malayalam. The writer is Promchitta Lall, and millions of copies of this tract have gone among public. This has been reprinted by many Pentecostal and Roman Catholic magazines also, some of which have circulation in excess of 50,000 copies.

The same idea is repeated by Eashona Shivacharyan, a former Christian but now a syncretic. In his book Is Jesus God, Page 104 onwards he repeats the same quotations in the name of Samaveda. Since this writer spent almost two DECADES in studying Hinduism, his argument that Samaveda contains the above statements looks persuasive to many.

The same idea is explained in greater detail in Know This Great Teacher authored by Jacob Yohan. He begins this description from page 6 onwards, and continues the idea for almost ten pages. Everywhere he keeps mentioning Samaveda chapter 18.
Interestingly, he omits the fourth point above that says: OUM SHRI NARAYANA NAMAH: I worship You, who walked upon waters.

Instead, he substitutes the following quotation:

OUM SHRI MRITYUNJAYE NAMAH

Meaning: I worship you, who came out of death

For this quotation he mentions the same 18th chapter of Samaveda. Now the 18th chapter is quite brief, and anyone can read it in a few minutes. Thus it is surprising that this point about the resurrection of Christ was missed by other "scholars" in case it exists in Samaveda chapter 18!! The exact wordings and meanings attributed to the above quotations also vary from writer to writer, showing the deceptive nature of the quotations and the ignorance of those who quote them.

THE FLOOD OF WHILTE LIES AND DECEPTIONS: The ease with which Christians can be duped to believe anything is demonstrated by the fact that several Christians incorporated the above fraudulent quotations into their articles and books. The first article of Promchitta Lall appeared in the widely circulated SHALOM. Another version of the claims appeared in 1991 in The Disciple, the magazine of New India Bible College. The editors of The Disciple were, however, quick to disown the quotations claiming that the responsibility for these fraudulent quotations rest solely with those who circulated it originally.

Mr. Koshy Abraham accepts on pages 120 and following in his book Cosmic that the original writer failed to furnish proofs in spite of repeated requests. He also accepts that these quotations are totally fraudulent, and that these keep circulating in spite of such exposure.

Interestingly, on page 121 he makes another confession: that the original tract titled SACRIFICE (which catalyzed the present-day Prajapati Heresy) also failed to cite there references for its numerous quotations from the "Rigveda". This again is an indication of the large number hoaxes that have been perpetrated by Prajapati Proponents upon unsuspecting Christians.

WHAT IS SAMAVEDA: When Samaveda is mentioned to a Christian audience used to frequently hear the name Rigveda, they somehow become ecstatic. They think that perhaps here is another massive book from which Christians can draw yet more and new information about Prajapati-Christ. This is one reason why many people blindly accepted the above hoax.
In fact, there is very little in Samaveda that is new or original to it. It is a very small work compared to Rigveda, and it derives its information totally from Rigveda. D. Shriman Nambuthiri reminds in his introduction to Samaveda that only 75 Mantras of Samaveda are original to it. The substance of the rest have been derived from Rigveda.

This means that in essence Samaveda is not different from the main thrust of Rigveda. Therefore, Christians should not be excited and deceived when some misguided soul rises up and claims that he has discovered something new in Samaveda about Christ. It is not a different book so that it might contain additional information that is not seen before.

**Other Frauds And Lies:** The claims made in the name of Samaveda alone are not the only frauds and lies perpetrated by the Prajapati-Christ Establishment. As reminded earlier, the tract titled SACRIFICE, originally written by Adhyaksha Anubhavandanda, and which became the catalyst for the modern Prajapati Movement, was fraudulent in nature. Details are given in another chapter. Other such deceptions abound.

For example of additional frauds, the following sloka is widely quoted by the Prajapati Proponents:

PAPO AHAM, PAPAKARMO AHAM
PAPATMA PAPASAMBHAVA
TRAHIMAM PUNDARIKAKSHA
SARVA YEJNENTESHWARE

Jacob Yohan in Know This Great Teacher, Page 3 repeatedly says that this quotation is from Bhagvad Geeta. He then gives a references from Bhagvdgita. Interestingly, this statement does not exist there even remotely. This is another classical case of deliberate spiritual hoax, because the writer could have verified this quotation due to the easy availability of Geeta in all Indian languages.

**Attitude Of Prajapati-advocates To Deception:** Though the nonexistent "quotations" produced from Samaveda were an outright deception, instead of apologizing, the perpetrators of this hoax keep silent on being discovered. Further, when caught in such an embarrassing situation, the other Prajapati Proponents only justify these cheats. The following is what Mr. Koshy Abraham says:
• We should not give much importance to these erroneous statements. It would be sufficient to acknowledge that these people (who cheated the public) did so with a pure aim. It is true that this evangelist (who cheated the public) did so purely because he wanted to create a wave for Christ among Indians. (Architect, Koshy Abraham, Page 121).

In other words, since the person who cheated the public did so with a pure aim, he should be forgiven, his misdeeds should not be mentioned, and he should not be forced to make any kind of apology. The same arguments could have been brought forward by Ananias and Saphira, Abraham, Isaac, and numerous other person who used a lie to support their position. However, Bible does not justify them because a lie is a lie.

However, in the hands of the Prajapati proponents perpetrating a lie is a "justifiable strategy" as long as the aim is pure. This anti Biblical ethics of their manifests in many other places also, as documented in this book.

In summary, anything and everything becomes a tool of deception in the hands of clever Prajapati Proponents and "industrialists”. However, no Christian can join this deception in good conscience.